LIVE DEMONSTRATION OF THE RESTORATION
OF A RARE PAIR OF WILLIAM IV END TABLES
WITH DRAWER (CIRCA 1830 – 1837)
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Last year, over the four days of the Fair,
visitors observed the staged restoration
of a Georgian Secretaire tallboy
showcasing the myriad of skills necessary
for all aspects of cabinet making and
French polishing. Visitors, who viewed the
tallboy in the early stages of restoration,
were presented the finished item in the
closing hours of Sunday evening to great
acclaim and approval. This year, visitors
can now witness the Secretaire tallboy
restored to its former glory, as it will be
on display at Daly Antique Services stand
at the Fair this September.

In their present condition, the pair of
tables are unsuitable to function for the
purpose they were designed for, which
in the latter half of the 1800s was to
be placed at either side of a window
or doorway or at both ends of a couch,
perfect for placing your drinks or a
pair of lamps. Currently, the tables are
in a number of pieces with the pods

re-gluing and securing to ensure they are
structurally safe. Pods will be re-attached
to tops and secured in place. To finish,
the pods with be cleaned and waxed up
retaining the original finish. The tops will
need to be fully stripped of their existing
finish and then French polished and
waxed to match the base. Over the four
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encourage visitors to the Fair to bring
along detailed pictures of your treasured
items (and maybe not so treasured items),
for free estimations on restoration. They
urge antique owners to look beyond the
dirt and dust of a dilapidated piece of
furniture and see the piece for what it
truly can be. According to Fergal Grogan,
director of Daly Antique Services, “there
is nothing more satisfying than the look
on a client’s face than when we return an
item of furniture, restored to its former
glory. Many of our clients have pieces of
furniture in an non-functioning, damaged
and dilapidated condition, sitting in
their attic or in a cold damp shed – but
once restored and revitalised the item
is returned to the best room in the
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